
    HW59425
Assembly Instruction

Thank you for purchasing this product. Please read the instructions carefully in order to assemble correctly.  

In addition, please keep this manual for future reference.

    Please pay attention to below points when you begin to assembly:

   Make sure all components are intact before assembly.
   Be sure to assemble according to instruction. Please stop if any unusual   condition arise.
   Before using please double confirm all components have been well assembled.
   Avoid usage outdoor under severe weather condition.
   Place on flat ground to avoid possible danger of falling.
   Keep away from children and do not sit on the product .
   Do not over tighten the screws and nuts.
   When fixing each mesh tiers please make sure all 4 sides are even.
   Place heavier articles at the bottom and spread evenly across the surface of the mesh  tier.
   When moving the mesh please insure that articles on the rack will not fall off and
   hold  onto the poles not the mesh tiers.
   Do not use it for other way, or change structure .
   Use dry fabric to clean at 1-2 times for each month.
   Do not use detergent of acidic material to wash and keep it dry.
   Do not use corrosive material to wash as it can cause the product to rust and corrode leading to damages.
   

Accessories List     Check all the addessories first before installation

Installation processing 

NO. QtyContents Item

Top Poles with 
Plastic Cap(short)

NO. QtyContents Item

Sleevestop
Bottom Poles with 
Adjuster (long)

Shelf

Step 1.  Assembly the first shelf, mak sure all the four corner are at the same level

Done

If required, adjust the levelers on the bottom of the bottom poles 
to ensure the assembly is level. Rotate the levelers counterclockwise to raise
the poles, clockwise to lower the poles .
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